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Institute for Mathematics Applied to Geosciences

• Turbulence Numerics Team / Geophysical Turbulence Pro-
gram

• Geophysical Statistics Project

• Data Assimilation Research Section

• Computational Mathematics Group

Vision:
IMAGe brings mathematical models and tools to bear on fun-
damental problems in the geosciences

and will be a center of activity for the mathematical and
geophysical communities.
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The Olive Tree and the Lexus

Note: We are a team, program, project, section and a
group!

This reflects the independence among our science goals and
different styles of research. But there are two main themes
that organize IMAGe around its Vision.

Icons for IMAGe culture
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The Olive Tree

Traditional scientific investigation at its best

• Curiousity and creativity

• Unexpected and independent

• Productive and collaborative
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The Lexus

Tools and models for communities

• Deliberate and strategic

• Engaging and accessible

• Structured and predictable

• Productive and collaborative
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Turbulence Numerics Team (TNT)
and Geophysical Turbulence Program (GTP)

Turbulence and multiscale processes
Complexity and self organization in geophysical flows

or astrophysical flows with magnetic fields.

Numerics for the direct simulation of turbu-
lence

GASpAR: Geophysical Astrophysical Spectral elements Adap-
tive Refinement
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Some TNT activities

Folding and rolling of
current sheets in idealized
MHD
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FIG. 2: (a) Evolution of the supremum of the current density
in log-log for runs RND1 to RND5, with Re = 690 (solid),
Re = 1300 (dot), Re = 2300 (dash), Re = 4200 (dot-dash),
and Re = 10100 (long dash). At high Re, a power law con-
sistent with t3 is recovered. (b) Magnetic energy spectra at
early times in run RND5. The lines (from below) correspond
to t = 0.6 up to t = 1.6 with temporal increments of 0.2.
Slopes of k!3 and k!5/3 are indicated as a reference.

bulence [20] with transfer of energy involving widely sep-
arated scales. Thus, as the flow exits the linear phase,
all scales can interact simultaneously; this may be a rea-
son why, in a computation using OT and adaptive mesh
refinement [7], it was found to be di!cult to go beyond
t = 0.6 since small scales were developing abruptly in
many places in the flow through prevailing nonlinearities.
The energy spectra in this early phase are steep, with a
power law ! k!3 (not shown). A shallower! k!1.70 spec-
trum develops at later times, as found in earlier works.

In view of similarities between the behavior observed
on the 3D OT vortex and its 2D counter-part, it is worth
asking whether such a development is not due to the
high degree of symmetry of the flow. In that light, we
now examine the temporal development of a Beltrami
flow on which small scale random fluctuations are added.
The initial velocity and magnetic field spectra are taken
! k!3e!2(k/k0)2 ; the shells with k " [1, 3] have a su-
perposition of three ABC flows [21], and the rest of the
spectrum is loaded with Fourier modes with Gaussian
random realizations for their phases chosen so that ini-
tially, EV = EM = 0.5, !̃c ! 10!4 and HM ! 0.45.
Unlike the OT runs, there are no 2D null points or ex-
act zeros in the magnetic field. As for the OT case, four

FIG. 3: (Color online) Regions of strong current density, and
magnetic field lines in their vicinity for run RND5 at t = 1.6.
The region at left has 4502

!250 points, and that at right has
260!160!200. The sheets are thin and elongated (up to 1/3
the size of the box); the magnetic field lines are parallel to
the sheet and quasi-orthogonal to each other on each side of
it, and they depart from the sheet transversally. Both folding
(left) and rolling (right) occurs at this Re. Vortex sheets (not
shown) are co-located and parallel to the current sheets.

runs (RND1-RND4) were done with resolutions ranging
from 643 to 5123 grid points; RND5 on a grid of 15363

points is run until saturation of growth of the maximum
current.

Both the exponential and the self-similar phases are
noisier (see Fig. 2a), as can be expected with several
structures competing for the small scale development of
maxima. At low Re, self-similar evolution seems to occur
at a slower pace, with laws ! t2, as in fact also found in
2D at comparable resolutions. However, the two runs
with highest resolution (RND4 and RND5) indicate a
steeper development compatible with a t3 law.

Figure 2(b) shows the evolution of the magnetic energy
spectrum EM (k) at early times, during the self-similar
growth of the current density [the evolution of EV (k) is
similar]. Before t ! 0.6, the largest wavenumbers have
amplitudes of the order of the truncation error. For t #
0.6, as all scales are nonlinearly excited, a self-similar
growth sets in and the energy spectra are compatible
with a k!3 law. After max{j} saturates, the slope of
EM (k) increases slowly towards a k!1.70 law. The same
behavior is observed in the OT run, in which no k!3

power law is imposed in the initial conditions.
The structures that develop appear to be accumula-

tions of current sheets (similarly for the vorticity, not
shown), as was already found in [5]. Figure 3 shows a
zoom on two such structures, with the magnetic field lines
indicated as well. It appears clear from such figures that
only one component of the magnetic field reverses sign
in most of these configurations, reminiscent of magneto-
spheric observations. Both terms appearing in Eq. (3)
for the dynamical evolution of !

± are substantial and
comparable in magnitude although they may be quite
weak elsewhere in the flow. Kelvin-Helmoltz instabili-

GASPAR: Adaptive, high
order numerics
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Data Assimilation Research Section (DAReS)

New methods for combining observations with
numerical models for prediction and understanding
physical processes

Data Assimilation Research Testbed(DART)
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Some DAReS Activities

Adaptive inflation to
stabilize the Kalman filter

Assimilating satelite obser-
vations of CO using CAM
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Computational Mathematics Group

New algorithms and representations for solving
geophysical models

Contributions to High Order Methods Model-
ing Environment
(HOMME)
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Some CMG Activities

Numerics for a nonhydro-
static fluid,
hot bubble test case

HOMME: Discontinuous
Galerkin dynamical core
on cube sphere geometry
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Geophysical Statistics Project

Statistical theory and new statistical models for
geophysical data

High level statistical software, Applied statis-
tics at NCAR
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Some GSP Activities

Uncertainty (boxplots) in
the reconstructed decadal
maxima for Northern
Hemisphere Temperature
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Packages in the R data
analysis environment

Fields:Tools for spatial
data
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Globalization

Mathematics Centers and Institutes as partners
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Theme-of-the-Year

A year long focus on a particular topic that integates some
mathematical science with an NCAR science topic.

Typically this is a series of workshops and schools along with
additional visitors.

• TOYε ’05 Data Assimilation in the Geosciences
J. Anderson

• TOY ’06 Models for Multi-scale Geophysical Processes
J.Tribba & A. Majda (Courant)

• TOY ’07 Statistics for numerical models
S.Sain, M. Fuentes (NCSU) & D. Bignham (Simon Fraser)

• TOY ’08 Geophysical Turbulence: Observations, Compu-
tation and Theory
A. Pouquet & K. Julien (CU)
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TOY ’09 ?
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TOY06: Emerging Mathematical Strategies
for Multi-Scale and Stochastic Modeling
of the Atmosphere and Climate

Four workshops:

• I. Multi-scale Interactions in the Tropics to Midlatitudes:
Mathematical Theory, Observations and Numerical Mod-
els

• II. Multi-Scale Interactions in a GCM grid box: Mathe-
matical Theory, Numerics and Parameterization

• III. Stochastic and Statistical Parameterization of Unre-
solved Features in the Atmosphere and Upper Ocean

• IV. Multi-Scale Processes for Low Frequency Variability,
Climate, and Climate Change Response
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Some follow through:
IMAGe postdoc, Christian Franzke

Origin of nonlinear signatures
in planetary wave dynamics

(with G. Branstator and A.Majda)
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TOY07 Statistics for Numerical Models

Goal
Engage statisticians at SAMSI and NCAR with several geo-
physical models that have substantial scientific import.

Some NCAR and related models:

• Upper atmosphere (TIEGCM) (A. Richmond),
Magnetosphere (M. Wiltberger)

• Boundary layer column model (J Hacker)

• Turbulence (P. Mininni)

• Coupled global and regional climate models (NARCCAP
and PRUDENCE groups )
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Program outline

• Kick off meeting at SAMSI,
9/07 with formation of SAMSI and NCAR working groups.

• Geophysical Models at NCAR: Scoping and Synthesis.
13-14 November 2006.

• Application of Random Matrices Theory and Methods.
7-9 May 2007

• Application of Statistics to Numerical Models: New Meth-
ods and Case Studies.
21-24 May 2007

• Summer Graduate Workshop on Data Assimilation for the
Carbon Cycle.
8-13 July 2007
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Prudence regional climate experiments

Cari Kaufman
IMAGe/SAMSI
postdoc

Functional analysis of variance
for multi-model regional climate
experiments.
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Summary

• Healthy balance between science and broader community
contributions.

• TOY has been successful and is growing in scope.

• Many growing connections to the NSF Math Centers.
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